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Is there a process or ritual you go through before you begin creating? And if so, what is it?
There is no definite process as such but the only “ritual” I would say is taking a break on my own!  My bouts
of travel trigger new thoughts and ideas that help me think afresh and develop my work. I usually work
in series and like experimenting with new and different mediums.  

Are you ever satisfied with your work? If you are, how do you know when you are done...  If not, how do
you let go off a piece of art?
I don’t think I’m ever satisfied with my work, but I guess that’s what makes one experiment more and
more. It’s very precarious for a painting that is supposedly complete to be sitting in the room where I
paint. I always land up getting back to it and so many a times ruining it! ... And I guess that’s also a part
of the process with which I create my works. So it’s usually tough to let go of a piece of art unless it goes
to the other room in my studio!  

Is there an artwork you are most proud of? Which? Why?
I am very proud of “MAAYAA” my stop motion film that won a gold medal at the Florence
Biennale. I would say it empowered me a lot! Also because I’m primarily a painter and it was my
first attempt at experimenting with a new medium; which is digital art. I have made another stop
motion film, which I’m exhibiting in this show . As for the paintings here, all are very special to me. These
are the outcome of a lot of experimentation and hard work.

My new style of paintings presents a rich tapestry
of images and ideas inspired by my encounters
during my exploratory photographic voyages.   
What inspires you? What inspired this idea?  
After my solo in Bangalore in 2010, I took a break from painting to pursue my other passion…
photography. Its while traveling to Ladakh, Varanasi, and through colourful Rajasthan being trigger
happy I realized that there is so much character in India which we tend to foresee because of our
Western obsession. Just observing the people around inspired me to paint them.  

What is your most important artistic tool? Is there something you can’t live without in your studio?
Oh the spatula and roller! Cannot do without them at all. I’m a very un organized painter and don’t like
to follow any rules of painting or paint materials...but these two I can’t do without.  

What are your biggest challenges in creating art and how do you deal with them?
My biggest challenge would definitely be juggling between kids and art! But I try and manage
somehow... I guess they are growing up and do realize that I need to focus entirely when I’m at the
studio or I do need the occasional travel breather. Also sometimes I used to feel a little handicapped
about not graduating in art but have come to realize that to create something one has to “unlearn”
all techniques. The best strategy has been hands-on-learning, particularly from someone with a lot
of experience in the area and that can act as a mentor and they have been the most fruitful and
memorable of my various learning experiences. It was definitely “the hard way” to learn but then
also most satisfying. Also, working with new mediums and genres is at times challenging but that’s
what in turn motivates me!

Untitled, Acrylic & Oil on Canvas
3 x 5 feet
Untitled, Mixed media on Canvas
3 x 4 feet

What do you want your work to do?  

I want it to draw the viewer’s attention. To goad them to figure out the difference
between what the picture purports to show, and the actual reality of what it is. To take it
for what it means to them- any which ways...  
How would you describe your subject matter?
The reality of masses and their struggles - at busy intersections on city streets or at bus stops, waiting endlessly or at work, carrying loads, trying to find their way
around by skirting the over-bearing traffic lights, are captured by me in my camera, which are then used as studies for the painterly work. The traffic lights worn by my
characters, as masks seem to turn them faceless and anonymous hiding their identity as individuals amongst the masses in an over populated bursting-at-the-seams
Indian cities. The colorful masks that look-alike oxygen masks are suggestive of a search for respite from traffic pollution in the cities.  

How do you develop your ideas and receive feedback on your work?  
The world has come closer thanks to new social media and internet. I have a few artist friends who I interact with and discuss constantly. With the Arts 4 All residency
space just on the floor above my studio I am almost always surrounded by young creative artists and also all of the senior mentor artists who keep visiting the
residency space. So it’s always good to get a feedback and helps me a long way.

Do you have any interesting things going on in your life or coming up in the near future that you would like to share here?  
The most interesting thing happening in my life is undoubtedly the Arts 4 All organization that was started 2 years ago. A4A is a self-sustaining not-for-profit
foundation aimed to showcase a diverse spectrum of visual arts. Its primary focus is on empowering struggling artists, both folk and contemporary, through dialogue
across cultures and geographical barriers, encouraging experimentation, facilitating their growth, helping improve the quality of their work, making it accessible to a
wider audience and also marketing it for their economic sustainability. At Arts 4 All we also work across education and culture. We organize exciting workshops and
learning experiences for children.  
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Multi-Media Installations

life size multi-media fibre glass sculptural installations with upholstered base
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Puja Bahri’s Art Blows the Horn
A shifting focus from the meditative posturing of her protagonists in painted canvases to street
vendors and rural migrants featured in multi-media sculptural installations with video work,
Puja Bahri’s current art scape seems to have trekked through a fascinating sojourn to arrive at the
current creative juncture, taking a jump to leap out as an extension of her painterly work.  
The three life-size multi-media sculptural installations with inbuilt video works appropriately titled Blow
Horn run in a loop.
The people featured are individuals often seen and perceived as non-entities in a crowd - homeless and
lonesome stuck at cross roads both on the city streets and their life struggle for bare existence. The
voyeuristic characters are all male entities, dressed to the hilt in their colourful overalls and boots; faces
fully masked. They have dared to cross the threshold of their comfort zone from rural India attracted
by the glamour and glitz of urban metros. They step into the risky zone of traffic intersections, as they
venture into the cities, possibly in search of some work and make money, while their women folk are
left behind to fend for themselves and the family.  
The three men are clearly anonymous faceless marginalized possibly migrant labour. Their oxygen
masks look-alike headgear, fitted with running videos replays the medley of sounds echoing the busy
buzzing streets of Indian cities. They seem to belong to some otherworldly territory. The traffic signals
that cover their faces also hide their identity. Signifying closed mind or the brain switched off, the
protagonists’ heads are turned sideways. Scared of their surroundings and their dialect, lest they
are misunderstood, they are seen to communicate through their body language searching for a way
forward amidst the baffling chaos and overwhelming commotion.  

They sit there, amidst the chaos and noise, each
differently squatting or sitting or crouching, unnoticed by
the passersby. Lost in the over populated bursting-at-theseems metro streets, they appear aimless, motionless,
breathless, and helpless.
Emotionally and physically drained, they are perhaps searching for some respite and tranquility,
away from the traffic- its noise, chaos and pollution. The work also features the loneliness of man
in a crowd, in our uncaring money driven metros.  
Coated in rich luminescent in-your-face kind of palette-, pinkish red in one, glaring green in another and
bold blue as the third colour rather than the normal amber of the traffic signal; the sculptures adorn a
somewhat surrealist demeanor with a touch of humour. The figures are modeled through photographic
intervention and in fiberglass. The installations are created with built-in videos running in loops. The
main characters are seated each on a differently designed and raised platform or stage. The surface of
the seats is covered in heavily ornate furnishing with brocade. The contrast between the plush metro
life that the rich enjoy and what the man on the street has to live through; is reflected in the composition.  
The videos inbuilt into the signals were all shot in Chandni Chowk and feature the reality of the chaos and
life in narrow by lanes and streets of India. Recordings of street sounds and voices made over a period
of time are manipulated and added to enhance the performance.  

Performance & Video

8/1/2013 8:32 PM: Puja: Hi Somu
8/1/2013 8:32 PM: Puja: What’s happening?
8/1/2013 8:33 PM: SOMU DESAI: Nothing much, just finished my new body of works
8/1/2013 8:33 PM: SOMU DESAI: And what r u up to
8/1/2013 8:33 PM: Puja: Great!
8/1/2013 8:34 PM: Puja: I told you..finished work for my solo..finally took pictures of all the paintings and sculptures.
8/1/2013 8:34 PM: SOMU DESAI: Ok and when is your show
8/1/2013 8:34 PM: Puja: 6 th September
8/1/2013 8:35 PM: SOMU DESAI: Aha
8/1/2013 8:35 PM: SOMU DESAI: And what are you showing this time
8/1/2013 8:36 PM: Puja: Btw...planning to show the video we shot together too
8/1/2013 8:36 PM: SOMU DESAI: That’s good
8/1/2013 8:37 PM: SOMU DESAI: Ya you wanted to go for truck ride just after I travelled from Vapi to Delhi
8/1/2013 8:37 PM: SOMU DESAI: I didn’t ask you then
8/1/2013 8:38 PM: SOMU DESAI: But why did you want to take this truck ride. It’s a unusual idea from the kind of background you relate
8/1/2013 8:42 PM: Puja: I think it was a sub conscious effort from my side to grow from the timid and shy daughter....wife..mother to asserting my adventurous spirit.Ofcourse Gautam thought I’ve gone crazy, because in India its still some sort of a taboo for a woman to be travelling alone in a truck.
8/1/2013 8:43 PM: SOMU DESAI: Yes that’s true
8/1/2013 8:44 PM: SOMU DESAI: But tell me what was his reaction on this idea.  
8/1/2013 8:49 PM: Puja: See after the initial shock, I explained him the whole concept, even if it was about my adventurous spirit, I told him that it won’t be a
woman making the journey but “Munna”.the idea of the journey is about “dressing” as a male, camouflaged in the male dominated surface transport world. besides I had you with me...think that made him a little comfortable with the idea. it was an attempt to fuse the busy life of the highway with the hermetic life of the
studio.

8/1/2013 9:16 PM: SOMU DESAI: From no angle were you looking like a boy
8/1/2013 9:19 PM: Puja: Hahaha...Yes true. Though I tried very hard with my make up, but you have to agree that I was somewhere in between..You know
me and my family background well. For me to have to change my gender to undertake the journey shows the kind of social pressure a woman has to go
through. why couldn’t I just go the way I am? But on the other hand, the very fact that I would have to change my gender, made it all very interesting and I decided
to make it part of my body of works.
8/1/2013 9:23 PM: SOMU DESAI: Puja it’s a dinner time. Can we continue this talk tomorrow.
8/1/2013 9:24 PM: SOMU DESAI: Say hi to Gautam from me
8/1/2013 9:24 PM: Puja: Sure. let’s need to talk to you more on it.
8/1/2013 9:24 PM: Puja: Yes. Will do.btw when are u coming to Delhi?

8/1/2013 8:51 PM: SOMU DESAI: Ya Munna. I remember that name

8/1/2013 9:25 PM: SOMU DESAI: Ya can do that

8/1/2013 8:51 PM: Puja: Yaya..of course u do! You gave me that name

8/1/2013 9:25 PM: SOMU DESAI: Need to get my works framed before I come

8/1/2013 8:53 PM: SOMU DESAI: You know I remember a documentary I came across on discovery channel about Taliban in Afghanistan

8/1/2013 9:25 PM: Puja: K catch you tomorrow

8/1/2013 8:53 PM: Puja: ?

8/1/2013 9:25 PM: Puja: Good nite

8/1/2013 8:54 PM: SOMU DESAI: As in Taliban raj in Afghanistan girls were not allowed to go to school

8/3/2013 8:33 AM: Puja: Good morning!

8/1/2013 8:54 PM: SOMU DESAI: So one mother used to dress her daughter like a boy and send her to school

8/3/2013 8:34 AM: SOMU DESAI: Good morning

8/1/2013 9:03 PM: Puja: Yes..I think I heard about it. In this case it’s not being allowed to, but I guess also the social stigma attached with these drivers that made
my family a little uncomfortable. The truck driver is India’s lifeline-as anywhere in the world-but yet the Indian driver’s life and well-being are not respected. It was
a bid to be ‘one of them’ and get into the skin of the real world and experience it from within which also becomes part of my performance. What I’m trying to do is
make art that’s as close to real life as I can without it being real life.

8/3/2013 8:34 AM: Puja: What’s happening?

8/1/2013 9:05 PM: SOMU DESAI: But what difference does it make if it would be someone else with the makeover of a man

8/3/2013 8:38 AM: SOMU DESAI: Where were you yesterday

8/1/2013 9:06 PM: SOMU DESAI: As per my idea

8/3/2013 8:39 AM: Puja: Lot of work happening..was busy with photography..went to see dad etc

8/1/2013 9:15 PM: SOMU DESAI: Just to go on a truck ride, you changing a gender itself is issue

8/3/2013 8:40 AM: Puja: And Fridays usually is all kids evening...Saturday again I want my time back!

8/1/2013 9:15 PM: SOMU DESAI: Which really got me involved

8/3/2013 8:40 AM: SOMU DESAI: Ok

8/1/2013 9:16 PM: SOMU DESAI: And let me tell you frankly

8/3/2013 8:41 AM: SOMU DESAI: We shall talk after an hour

8/3/2013 8:35 AM: SOMU DESAI: Having tea
8/3/2013 8:36 AM: Puja: Ok.u want to complete our conversation? you really got me thinking the other evening

8/3/2013 8:41 AM: Puja: Ok

8/3/2013 10:43 AM: SOMU DESAI: Would you have to
face a big problem?

8/3/2013 8:41 AM: SOMU DESAI: Need to get ready for studio

8/3/2013 10:47 AM: Puja: Yes am sure too.But having
said that ,as I got through with the trip, the stripping on
the road off my overalls and getting rid of the wig and
all that make up, made me realise I’m a female and a
very proud one at that..for the society (family) to accept
what I was doing, I had to change my “sex”..but I think
I could do it again sans all the male get up..sometimes one has to proove themselves..if I would have
told my family (only my husband knew about it before
the trip)I’m sure I wouldn’t have been allowed..but once
all is done they accept or have to accept.You remember how I spoke to my dad on our way back from the
trip and he wasn’t amused at all! I guess my security
is paramount on their mind...but then won’t each day
resemble the other if we do not create subjectively the
illusion of something new?

8/3/2013 8:41 AM: Puja: Sure
8/3/2013 9:52 AM: SOMU DESAI: Hi
8/3/2013 9:55 AM: Puja: Hi
8/3/2013 9:59 AM: SOMU DESAI: We were talking on your Video
8/3/2013 10:01 AM: SOMU DESAI: Do you know something
8/3/2013 10:02 AM: SOMU DESAI: When you spoke with GB and told me
that you are finally going for a truck ride, and I have to join you
8/3/2013 10:03 AM: SOMU DESAI: As I am a common friend of GB and
you. And you want someone to accompany you.
8/3/2013 10:04 AM: SOMU DESAI: And I was aware that you were going to
dress like a man

8/3/2013 10:53 AM: SOMU DESAI: When I was asked
to accompany you, I was wondering what am I going to
do, as Gautam was not with us and I had a limitation
on talking with you, because of you hiding your real
identity.

8/3/2013 10:05 AM: SOMU DESAI: Initially I didn’t want to come as I just
traveled 1500km in a truck
8/3/2013 10:06 AM: SOMU DESAI: But what interested me was the idea
that you were going to do a makeover like a man
8/3/2013 10:10 AM: Puja: Yes I know..I was also very pleasantly surprised
when you agreed to come along considering your long journey...
8/3/2013 10:15 AM: SOMU DESAI: And this is the first time we are talking
so extensively about your Truck trip
8/3/2013 10:15 AM: Puja: Yes..we havn’t really discussed it much before
8/3/2013 10:16 AM: SOMU DESAI: So tell me something about your experience to be in man’s getup
8/3/2013 10:23 AM: Puja: I was conscious at first, wearing a wig and all
that makeup..but by the time we reached the transport office,I guess I
got comfortable in my skin..of course I didn’t speak much (remember
my abba dabba jabba)lol! The initial hesitancy from climbing such a huge
truck without acting dainty/feminine to being checked by you to sit like
a man.and it also made the truck driver comfortable with the fact that he
just had two men accompanying him.For me I just withdrew from what I
am as a person and took on to myself my new role.
8/3/2013 10:27 AM: SOMU DESAI: You know this is really a daring act. I realized later.
8/3/2013 10:29 AM: SOMU DESAI: I have striped my clothes so may time and sometime in public but after seeing you a thought passed by my mind “ would I like
to change my gender for some reason”
8/3/2013 10:30 AM: SOMU DESAI: And honestly speaking I was not so comfortable to the idea of changing my gender.
8/3/2013 10:32 AM: SOMU DESAI: And that made me think about the issues where one has to change his/her gender due to some pressure.
8/3/2013 10:32 AM: Puja: U know,I read an interview once of an American female truck driver
8/3/2013 10:32 AM: Puja: Even there she said she was always prejudiced because of her sex and wished she was invisible
8/3/2013 10:33 AM: SOMU DESAI: That’s how I started looking at this project with interest.
8/3/2013 10:33 AM: SOMU DESAI: Now just imagine
8/3/2013 10:34 AM: SOMU DESAI: To continue her profession, if she has to change her gender is this not a big question!
8/3/2013 10:35 AM: SOMU DESAI: A question to society.
8/3/2013 10:36 AM: Puja: Yes and all she said was that wish she could get more respect in this job coz of her gender.that’s what made me wonder too..
8/3/2013 10:38 AM: SOMU DESAI: Look we have 364 days a good day but just one-day bad is enough to shake up our lives
8/3/2013 10:39 AM: SOMU DESAI: Same way she must be getting appreciation but what about that criticism that she has to face take
8/3/2013 10:39 AM: SOMU DESAI: And what about that time when she decided to be a truck driver.

8/3/2013 10:53 AM: SOMU DESAI: But when I saw you.
8/3/2013 10:54 AM: SOMU DESAI: It was really interesting and stared documenting you
8/3/2013 10:54 AM: SOMU DESAI: And I was trying to click your effort to behave like a man.
8/3/2013 10:56 AM: Puja: Yes..and that’s how this stop motion came into being...after seeing all the footage I realised it was an interesting concept..since what I
was painting was also inspired from the highway..and my course in the truck also made me a part of the highway and the people I paint!
8/3/2013 11:13 AM: SOMU DESAI: B R B
8/3/2013 11:39 AM: SOMU DESAI: Someone in Studio
8/3/2013 11:43 AM: Puja: Ok
8/4/2013 9:07 AM: Puja: Hi
8/4/2013 9:39 AM: SOMU DESAI: Hi,
8/4/2013 9:39 AM: SOMU DESAI: Give me 30mnts
8/4/2013 10:11 AM: SOMU DESAI: In short the most interesting part was
8/4/2013 10:11 AM: SOMU DESAI: We both were on
truck
8/4/2013 10:11 AM: Puja: Yes
8/4/2013 10:12 AM: SOMU DESAI: Where you were not
pre decided that what will be the final output and I was
not sure what’s was going on and what was your idea
8/4/2013 10:12 AM: Puja: True...
8/4/2013 10:13 AM: Puja: And now chatting with you
I’ve realized how much there was to it!
8/4/2013 10:13 AM: SOMU DESAI: But in final out I can
see that this video you have tried to generate a dialogue
on gender issue.
8/4/2013 10:15 AM: SOMU DESAI: And a question on
the culture of Indian society
8/4/2013 10:15 AM: Puja: Yes. Starting with just doing
something daring...it did become a sensitive issue and
a question to the society. Indian or anywhere in the
world!

8/3/2013 10:40 AM: SOMU DESAI: I am sure it must not been easy for her.
8/3/2013 10:41 AM: SOMU DESAI: Look
8/3/2013 10:41 AM: SOMU DESAI: Now after this performance you must be getting appreciated for what you have done
8/3/2013 10:43 AM: SOMU DESAI: But what if you would had told this idea to your dad, in laws and your society close ones.

Somu Desai is an artist from Pardi, Gujarat and a friend of Puja’s.

Born 1974 at Delhi, Puja Bahri, studied English literature for her graduation from

Lady Shri Ram College, Delhi University, and then did a course in painting and
sculpture at Triveni Kala Sangam to focus full time on her passion for art. With
consistent practice and short courses in mixed media and abstraction at the Central
Saint Martins’ in London, she has worked to refine her form and technique.
Her repertoire includes paintings, digital and video art, and sculpture; in a semi
realistic style and a mix of abstraction and figuration. Working in series and a mix
and match of media, her art adorns a colourful look. Her initial work featured iconic
portraits and human figures often of semi-clad or nude couples in different moods and
posturing, amidst a lush landscape of creepers and flowers with musical instruments
and embellished with masks and crowns. Marked for a skillful brushwork, in a bright
palette and carefully built texture, her earlier compositions encompassed whirls and
bands generating a meditative ambience.
Innovating in spirit, Puja now works in new materials and different genres. She is
currently working in a photo-realistic style and experiments with sculpture, digital
and video art. A marked change is noticeable in her recourse. There is an interesting
mix of the urban and rural milieu in her art that represents a rich tapestry of images and ideas inspired by her encounters during exploratory photographic voyages.
Contemporary Indian city-scape, where the old and the new, the poor and the rich co-exist is featured in her surrealist imagery overlaid with graphic markings. The
thrust of her creativity has clearly traversed from a more painterly stance to a layered conceptual and digital media genre in this series, while the imagery rotates
around her spontaneous response to the changing Indian metro-scapes and the daily struggles of its inhabitants as featured in her most recent work titled Blow Horn.

“

The collection is an exploration of the intriguing conundrum
that seems to confront the world today. The ambiguity of
gender and social boundaries, the shifting context of rural and
urban environment, and the fragility of private versus public
gaze and space, the work is symbolic of it all -the sweeping
global homogenization and changing metro landscape in male
dominated patriarchal societies. The artist however leaves
it open for the viewer to decode the work any which way, to
ponder over the underlying message or relish the spectacle
of colour and humour that it comes interlaced with.  

”

Recipient of the Gold medal as First Prize for her stop motion video work titled MAYAA in the video category at the VIII Biennale Internazionale Dell’Arte Contemporanea
Di Firenze/ Florence Italy in 2011, Puja Bahri’s work has also been featured at the Delhi International Arts Festival 2011 and 4th India Art fair 2012, amongst others.
She exhibits widely in India and abroad and her work has been featured in several solo and group shows at Delhi, Mumbai, Pune, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Hong
Kong, Dubai, Singapore, Florence, Malaysia, South Africa, Dhaka, and New York from where it has been picked up by discerning collectors. Furthermore, she has
participated in several national and international art camps and residencies.
Puja also works in arts for community domain and contributes to charities. She is one of the two founding members of Arts4All Trust a non for profit organization
which works as an interface between the folk and contemporary arts. She lives in Delhi and works from her studio in the city.

Solo and Group Shows:

• Participation in the Florence Biennale 2009

2013

• Group Exhibition ‘Living Art Expanse’, New Delhi
• Co-curated Arts 4 All’s “Batting For Art”, for Delhi Daredevils and
Creatigies

2008
• Group Show in Hongkong

2012

• Group Show in - Ki Art Gallery, Kuala Lampur

• Bangla-Indo art camp in New Delhi and show “Cross-Over”

• Group Show in Mumbai

• Indian Art Fair with Kalakriti Gallery, Hyderabad, sculpture and video
lounge

• Group Show held at the Stuart Art Gallery, Johannesburg in South
Africa

• Chawla Art Gallery Annual show

• Khushi foundation Art show held in Bangalore and Mumbai.

• Solo at the New Art Center, New York

• Group Exhibition- ‘Continuum’ at New Delhi.

• Art Residency, Ceangal in Gairloch, Scotland.
2007

2011

• Group Show in Dubai

• Harsh Goenka art camp in Marve, Mumbai

• Group Show in Mumbai

• Annual group show with Chawla Art Gallery

• Second Solo show at Chawla Art gallery in New Delhi

• Group show in Pune

• Participation in the Florence Biennale 2007

• “Carpe Dieme”, show in Delhi

Sushma K Bahl

• Solo at Kalakriti Gallery at Hyderabad

2006
• Group Show in Singapore

• VIII BIENNALE INTERNATIONALE DELL’ARTE CONTEMPORANEA DI
FIRENZE, in the video art category winner of the gold (first prize)

• Harmony Show, Mumbai
• Group Exhibit at LKA, New Delhi

• Indo-Bangla art camp in Dhaka, Bangladesh and show “Cross-Over”
2005

2010
• Khushi ‘Art Loot’ Exhibition in New Delhi and Poona

• ‘The Artist and Her Muse’- A two Person Show with Paresh Maity

• Group Show ‘Dotted by Intervention’ at the Oblong Gallery in London

• Group Exhibit at Hong Kong

• Chawla Gallery 2010 Annual Show at Visual Gallery, IHC, New Delhi

• Group Exhibit at Dubai

• ‘Savera Foundation; Art show in New Delhi

2004

• Solo in Bangalore at the UB City
• screenings of art videos at the Delhi International arts Festival

• ‘Art for Vision’ at LKA, New Delhi
2003
• First Solo show in New Delhi

2009
• Khushi foundation in New Delhi
• BMW show held in New Delhi

2001
• Group Show with Chawla Art Gallery, New Delhi

am i the canvas
am i the paint
am i the colours
am i the taint

am i the click
am i the glue
am i the mystery
am i the clue
am i the journey
am i the route
am i the angel
am i the brute

am i the smoke
am i the fire
am i the hate
am i the desire
am i the light
am i the shade
am i the point
am i the blade

am i the bold
am i the faint
am i the sinner
am i the saint
am i the canvas
am i the paint

am i the hammer
am i the nail
am i the wind
am i the sail

www.chawla-artgallery.com
Square One Mall, Ground Floor, Saket, New Delhi-110017
Ph. 011-26532077 / 29561819

